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ABSTRACT 

_ ln -[11, the following questions were posed as some of the open 
problems: 
(1) Suppose that X is a T1 space. What are the necessary and -

sufficient conditons that the Wall man compactification be a 
one-point compactification? 

(2) More generally, what are the necessary and sufficient conditions 
that the Wallman compactification be a finite compactification 
with n points? 
The purpose of this note is to present solutions to these problems. 

Background notation and_ results. 

Let X be a set, and 'B a filter-base on X. 'B is said to be free 
if the intersection of all members of 'B is empty. 

If X is a topological space, a filter-base 'l3 is called a closed base if 
each member of 'Bis closed 'Bis called. a maximal closed base if it is a 
closed base and is not properly contained in any closed base. Maximal 
closed bases were used by Wallman {2] to corL<::trucl a T1 compadffication 
of an arbitrary T 1 spa-ee. It is well-known that the Wallman oompoctification 
of a fychonoff spare X coincides ~ith the Stone-Cech eompactification 

"" ~ X iff Xis a T4 spare. Necessary and sufficient COlllditions are also known 
for ~ X to be Of :finite c:an:linality n, with the ca..."€ n = 1 attracting the 
attention of a large number of researchers. This prompted the questions 
posed at the beginnjng of this article. At fust sight, it may appear that 

"' the solution to our problem could be obtained by simply combining the 
conditions for coincidence of Wallman and St.one-Cech compactifications 
with the conditions for coincidence of Stone- Cech and Alexandroff 
compactmcations. However, in our problem we require X to satisfy the 
T1 oondition only. Hence the Stone- Cech compactific:ation need not exist. 
But the Wallman and Alexandroff compactific:ations certainly exist and 
are Tl spaces. The solutions we present are sUrprisingly simple-looking 
conditions. In proving our theorem, we will use the following well-known 
properties of the Wallman cornpactification. 

In what follows, X shall denote an arbitrary noncompact T 1 
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space, arid Wits Wallman compactification. 
1· THEOREM. [2} 
(1) The growth. W - X consists of all free maxim.al closed bases. 
(2) If A and Bare disjoint, closed subsets of X, the their·W- closures 

are also disjoint. 
Main result. 

2. THEOREM. In order for IW - XJ =I, it is necessary and 
sufficient that X satisfy the condition: · 

Of every pair of disjoint closed sets, at least one is compact. 

Proof: Necessity: Suppose that W - X is the singleton- {=}. Let 
A and B be closed, disjoint subsets of X. By Theorem 1, 
A n B = 0, where the bar designates closure in W. Hence, oo cannot 
belong to both A and B. Say, = ~ A . Thus, A is closed and compact 
in W, hence also closed and compact in X Fu.rther, the X-closure of 
A coincides with its W-closure. This proves that A is compact in X. 

Suffciency: Suppose that W-X is not a singleton. Let ~and 1lry 
be two distiri.ct points. of W-~ ~en '13, and ~ are free ~aximfil closed 
bases. Because of therr maximality, there exist B; E ~ ( i = 1, 2:) such 
that B.1 n B2 = 0 If one of them, say B1, were compact, then the open 
cover { X -A I A E ~ must contain a finite subcove:r of B 1: 

X-Al'X-Az, ... ,X-An. 

~s implies that A 1 n Az n ... n Ann B 1 = 0, which con-

tradicts ~'being a filter-base. Therefore B1 and B 2 are not compact. 

The above theorem, as well as its proof, is easily generalized 
to the case of n points. 

3. THEOREM. The following are equivalent: 

Cl) l w - x I :::; n . 

(2) H A 1, Az, ... , An + 1 are pairwise disjoint, closed subsets of 

X, ·then at )ea,st one Ai is compact. 
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